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1. Introduction

In a Software-Defined Networks (SDN) the controller resides in the control plane that controls the heterogeneous forwarding devices. The main concept behind the SDN is the Data Plane and Control Plane separation, virtualization and programmatic control. Controller can change the functionality of the forwarding devices through command by changing the rules and policies. The main purpose of the SDN is to satisfy the changing needs of enterprises and users. In SDN network administrator can change the flow of packets through centralized controller without configuring the forwarding devices (switches, routers) manually. Whenever packet came across switch (in data plane) the rules and policies installed in the firmware guide the switch where to forward the packet. The communication between the controller and data plane takes place through south bound interface usually known as Open Flow. The architecture of SDN is as shown in Figure 1. There are three layers; the 1st layer is called as application layer (management plane). The 2nd layer is called as control layer (control plane) where controller resides. The controller can be any of the NOX [1], POX [2], FLOODLIGHT [3], BEACON [4] etc. The 3rd layer is known as the infrastructure layer (data plane).

Openflow [5] is a protocol that actually enables the separation of control plane from data plane. To be more specific it is not the controller that controls the data plane, it the application that uses the controller to manage the switches in data plane. SDN is much flexible compared to the traditional networks the only risk is that it can be failed any time. The recent techniques are not that much sufficient to tell about how network would behave when controller will fail. There must be a network management service that can manage various network management applications to run independently, while monitoring and maintaining the performance as well as network safety. Various aspects of the network are captured by network state like which link is active and how switches are forwarding traffic. Different views can be seen through network state. Observed state that maintains the updated view of the actual state of the network, applications can read this state and changes in propose state are based on their own goals.

Also there is a need of system that can consistently update the network and dynamically schedules these updates based on the runtime difference in the update speed of various switches in Software Defined Networks (S.D.N). With the advent of S.D.N that provides the excellent opportunity to developers for developing basic abstractions for the management of network updates. Instability in networks are generally due to changes in the configuration that leads to unavailability of the network, performance problems and security issues. Sometimes intermediate configuration also behaves incorrectly during the update process even if the initial and final configurations are correct. S.D.N programs must be updated consistently as we update software, whether the reason is to migrate to new controller, bugs repairing and address performance issues.

Operators of S.D.N performs network updates by stopping the old controller and starting the new controller, this process cleanup the preinstalled entries of flow table that can creates problems including loss of packet, or increase in latency etc. There must be a mechanism that ensures to maintained the well defined behaviour of the network even if the change of configuration took place. The interaction between the today’s datacenter and application running on them takes place in a complex way, making network operators to run various traffic management services to maintain the working of network. Also solution regarding traffic management are often limited because of the divide between the network and hosts. The network devices only deals with knowledge regarding layer of networks where as the hosts have the view how applications interacts with the network.
So there must be a system that may have a unified view of both host and network so that maintenance of both takes place in easy way. Another important thing we need to be considered is packet tracing. If there is any problem regarding handling of packet, we should trace back the packet to find out the root cause. This helps in debugging the networks, testing of network performances etc. Earlier mechanism were required of modification of switches that results in more overhead. S.D.N makes this happen to calculate the transformations that leads us to packet observations. In order to measure the flow of traffic across network paths is difficult for many management services including traffic engineering (TE) [6], diagnosing network congestion. There must be a query based language for the traffic monitoring. Also there is a need of protocol independent programming language. In next sections we are discussing few components that can make SDN much robust and efficient, like data plane performance monitoring, network performance diagnosis, hypervisor for efficient network, protocol independent language for switches, packet trace back, To find the shortest path for the forwarding of packets between switches.

II. DATA PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Data plane is generally local to each of the hardware devices like switches, routers, or the card on the router, and arrival packet speed determines how to operate them. Data plane is made up of various hardware devices of network that provides connectivity. These hardware devices are routers, Ethernet switches and firewalls. The configuration to hardware devices are provided by control plane through control interface (Open Flow) and the configuration across these devices can be updated whenever needed. In order to optimize the network configuration request is made by hardware devices to the controller (control plane). As many applications moving to the cloud day by day, so cloud operators need to diagnose performance problems consistently.

Till now Offline processing of logs is very slow and inefficient. We need a system to analyze TCP performance in terms of real time across the end-host working over hypervisor or connected to NIC [7], switch etc. It should determines whether the connection is affected at the sender's end or due to the congestion across network or problem is at the receivers end because of limited buffer capacity. With the increase of edge devices that offers adjustable processing of packet at high speed on hardware devices in data plane, that makes possible to monitor TCP performance.

P4 [8] which is a protocol independent language that help us in management of the traffic. In order to minimize the state requirements of the data-plane, there is a need of detection of all connections, after that all connections are diagnosed in order to find fault across them. In Figure 2 as shown there is a need of inbuilt diagnose or trouble-shooter in the controller so that it can consistently look for problems across the network elements and manage them as soon as possible in order to provide the robust and flexible network. Red arrows showing programs written in protocol independent language i.e. P4 can be implemented in data plane through controller by programmatic control. Whereas blue arrows showing the TCP traffic across the hardware devices like switches can be monitored (TCP traffic information can be sent to control plane through data plane). Here switch1 and switch2 are the edge devices Here switch1 and switch2 are the edge devices which can be monitored through controller to captures the TCP traffic.

III. NETWORK PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSIS

Control plane or the controller provides the global view of the network, enabling the network administrator to update the rule, policies or protocol across the hardware devices lying in data plane at any time whenever need to be updated. S.D.N platform
provides controller the capability to intelligently control the network elements; like we can change the topology across network device if any intruder try to interrupt the flow of packet, in that case controller can intelligently sense that someone across the hardware device trying to steal information or interrupting the service e.g. in figure 3 as shown, when intruder (yellow triangle) tries to access across switch3 then switch3 report to controller through data plane. Controller than change the topology of underlying switches, as initially flow of packet takes place from switch1 to switch5 through path switch1-switch3-switch4-switch5 (blue dotted line) but due to intruder interruption across switch3, controller update the new topology across the switches, so now flow of packet between switch1 to switch5 takes place through path switch1-switch2-switch4-switch5 (green dotted lines). This functionality of handling hardware resources through programmatic control makes S.D.N suitable choice for current networking environment.

In order to make S.D.N more efficient there is need of handling many things like, what if controller fails, in that case the whole network will suffer.

![Figure 3: Intruder handling through control plane](image)

The solution of this problem is that, there should be more than one controller in the control plane. So that if one fails other controller will control the flow of packet through programmatic control across switches. By doing so network will behave normally as there was no problem. Having more than one controllers also have other advantages, like while upgrading the controller, during that time if any fault occur in data plane then other controller will handles all the faults or provide services to the network elements, only limitation of having more than controller the cost. For an efficient network the switch should be intelligent, so that they may be able to configure the shortest path to reach the destination.

**IV. Hypervisor for Efficient Network**

A hypervisor commonly also known as virtually machine monitor (VMM) is a software program that is part of virtualization technology. Hypervisor [9] mainly is lates controllers (network operating system) or various business applications from the underlying hardware devices in data plane. As we have discussed in section 3.

A centralized controller in S.D.N react to network condition those are changed by upgrading the rules and policies across the hardware devices in the data plane. Every software need upgrades to fix errors, to add new features. Similarly for upgrading the controller, it need to be stopped, while during this transition, network will fail. So the idea of multiple controllers came. This idea helped to manage the network even when the one of controller fails, because other controllers are capable enough to handle any interrupt or fault along any hardware resources.

One another important point came, if controller1 installed the rule and policies across hardware devices and got failed, in that case will other controller like controller2 and controller3 will support the polices or rules installed by controller1. For this thing to happen all of controllers (as in our example: controller1, controller2 and controller3) must linked or coordinate with each other.

![Figure 4: Role of hypervisor](image)

The thing that help the controller to coordinate with each other is called hypervisor. As hypervisor is a natural platform to support multiple operating system providing hardware devices the illusion of having only the one controller and is providing services to the individual hardware device (whether it is router, switch or access-point).

**V. Protocol Independent High Level Language**

The heading One of the high level language suitable for the programmed packet handler which is protocol independent is P4 [10]. One of the high level language suitable for the programmed packet handler which is protocol independent is P4, P4 stands for Programming Protocol-Independent Packet Processors. P4 works in collaboration with the Open Flow protocol.
Open Flow is the protocol which is responsible for the decoupling of control plane from data plane, enabling us to write the program in P4 and implement it in data plane through programmatic control by centralized intelligent controller. The advantage of having the protocol independent language is that hardware devices are not specific to the particular network protocols. Also this provides programmers with capability to describe the packet processing functionality that is independent of the type of underlying hardware devices.

VI. Packet Trace Back

The main goal of the paper trace back is to determine how the packet has reached to its current location and also the path through which it has reached. Packet trace back [11] has the many of the advantages like; to determine the security of the network, performance monitoring and debugging of the network. DDOS attack might be first detected, and then we can trace it back and shut off the link through which it is entering. One more example is; if network administrator identifies that some flow have poor performance, through packet trace back can depict which nodes needs to be examined for congestion. Also the path followed by packet helps in debugging for errors. Figure 5 shows that inflow of packet takes place across switch D and all packet are outflow through switch A e.g. Suppose a packet-P whose first bit of the source IP address is 1, leaving switch A through port 1 and the aim is to trace back its path through the network system. Packet arriving on switch D at port id 3 is forward to switch B

![Diagram of Packet Trace Back]

**Figure 5:** Packet Tracing

only if the first bit of the source IP is 1, otherwise forwarded to the switch C. As this switches B and C also forwards the packet to switch A, e.g. if switch C receives a packet with IP whose first bit is 1, then that packet would be dropped. Therefore by doing so we can determine that packet-P have not followed the path through switch C but have traversed the path through switch D-switch B-switch A.

VII. Conclusion and Future Scope

Till now we have discussed various factors that can help us to build flexible and robust network. So all of these are the approaches that we have to be considered. By considering these we can overcome and handle various faults. The switches must be intelligent enough to decide where to forward the packet in the case when controller is not responding. The main purpose of doing is that the traffic must remains in the data plane. The use of multiple controller is prime factor for making S.D.N networks much more flexible. The only portion where the S.D.N networks lacks is the security. There are various other approaches needs which can make current network even much secure.

Also if we use of the Big Data concept, that can help S.D.N to be more scalable. As this is a new trend in Networking technology so the chances of research are much more, because S.D.N in itself is very broad concept.
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